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Like many other teaching and research institutions, Hunter College
has grappled with issues of transforming its library to meet the
changing needs of students and faculty regarding space and
services. In October 2013, Hunter College Libraries completed the
first phase of renovations to make the library both a twenty-first
century service provider and contemporary library space. The
library renovation was informed, in part, by Planning for
Achievement: A Hunter College Library for the 21st Century. This
report was composed by a presidential task force, charged with
divining the Hunter College Library of the future. The task force
identified five functions of a modern college library that must be
addressed for Hunter College to achieve “the status we are poised to
claim as one of the finest liberal arts institutions in the country”
these functions include:
•Facilitating access to and use of materials
•Providing a comfortable and safe place for students and faculty to
work and interact
•Supporting individual and group learning and study
•contributing to information literacy by enabling users to identify
access and available resources
Partnering a with students and faculty to create new knowledge and
share it with peers, colleagues, and the larger--increasingly global-community.
These five principles provided the context.
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Conclusions

Our initial findings illustrate students have engaged with
the space in largely unexpected ways by defining how the
spaces will be used. For example, spaces in which
designers and librarians anticipated collaborative work
being the norm (the information commons and the colabs) have largely become individual work spaces. In
addition, user ownership of the space has presented itself
in other ways including, moving furniture and neglecting
collaborative tools (whiteboards) which aren't priorities in
a library where space is the focus and at a premium. The
observations from this study provide a platform in the
consideration of future library renovations.
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Dedicated group space

Method

We wanted a way to unobtrusively observe what was happening
in the new space. We wanted to ensure to get as true a possible an
indication of what was happening in the space over a days cycle.
Student employees, when double staffed at the Welcome Desk,
would walk a circuit of our design, make observations and answer a
series of questions on an iPad. The survey asked basic information
about every space looking at key metrics including number of users,
visible group work, volume level, and furniture positioning. The
determination of group work we left up to the student employee
but we felt any group of people clearly together and talking was
group work. These walkthroughs were during the beginning of Fall
and Spring semesters, midterms and finals.
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This project has provided insight into the ways users have taken advantage of recent renovations and
collectively created as space to meet their collective needs. However, the picture gathered is an
incomplete one. While we were able to gather some interesting metrics on the way that users were
navigating the space, take advantage of the new resources and spaces, we missed out on the chance
to cultivate a complete picture of user experiences inside the renovated spaces of Hunter College
Libraries.
Future studies upon this topic will comprise a more holistic approach to studying all participants in the
space, both users (student, faculty, staff, and community users) and library staff members. In the next
stage of the study we will continue to gather data using the methods described previously. However
this data will be augmented by survey responses from the library staff regarding their experiences and
interactions in the space. Additionally, we will compare existing metrics such as desk interactions over
time periods preceding and following the opening of the redesigned and re imagined information
commons.

